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’No Trees Here, George’
LITTLE DAVID RICHMOND may not chop down any cherry trees with that hatchet, but the
life of George Washington is still art inspiration to him and others. Washington’s birthday is
tomorrow and 4-year-old David, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Richmond of San Jose, has
dressed for the occasion. George Washington, this nation’s first President, WAS born Feb. 22,
1732, in Wakefield, Va. He began his journey to greatness with his military career. He was commissioned a lieutenant colonel in the British forces in 1754. Within four years he had helped
capture a French fort, during the French and Indian war. It Was due to Washington’s leaderership that the American Revolution was a success. He WAS a stern disciplinarian and a unifying
force as commander. He WAS unanimously elected President by the Constitutional Convention
and Was inaugurated April 30, 1/89. He served two terms but declined to consider a third. Hiri
died Dec. 14, 1799, at Mount Vernon, his home.
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Crisis at KSJS
p15 :1 A niajlip’ar:it"’d!augdrPetsrilentiwhk-twS:las1: .Agiel ra lacuna uk
ear
manager Mike \mild(’ has 111111.
Clarence Flick and stat’
tus
head. \mild(’ was "removed" I as Dr. Flick put it) from his pusition Wednesday and, as a result, at least four members of 111, staff
ta
hrelue
atiei:liel
i
have qttit. Othersa\u

George Washington
’First in War, Peace’

the 1,..t of station manager for this semester. This is
appointment to the position was unique. And with satuly two seek.,
of the semester gone. Dr. Flick "removed" Neufeld. But %di\ sas

The follon lug editorial. written by Kathleen N’orris. a
junior journalism major currently enrolled in an editing
and editorial writing course. submitted this editorial to
Spartan Daill in honor of the first President of the Lulled
States a hose 23211d birthdwv at. celebrate tomorrow. We
welcome Miss Norris’ editorial and remind readers that
Spartan Daily will ronsider guest editorials from the
administration. faculty and students R. R.

NE LEANING ON IT OR HOLDIIJG IT LIP?’,

Thrust and Parry
Student ’Thanks
Prof for ’Guide’
Editor:
As a student presently enrolled in the Humanities Program, I would like to thank personally Dr. Gordon for his highly informative- refutation of
opinions presented in the "Intelligent Student’s Guide." Never
could any student appraisal be
as revealing or as convincing.
Dr. Gordon has indeed met
the students on their own
ground. What is most amazing is
that we find this exchange on
the campus of San Jose State
College instead of in a local
grade school where we normally
would expect to find such childish behavior.
Dr. Gordon’s reply strongly
reminded me of something I
heard a small child say not long
ago, "If you call me a name,
I’ll call you one back, and do it
better, too."
Congratulations, Dr. Gordon,
you indeed do call names masterfully.
Now let us for a moment
analyze Dr. Gordon’s indirect
self-appraisal: I. First of all.
his argument is logically irrelevant. Instead of trying to disprove the truth of what Was
asserted, he attacked the people
who made the assertions. Are
you so uncertain of your position,
Dr. Gordon, that you can’t defend it without using fallacious
arguments? 2. It also is highly
interesting that Dr. Gordon felt
any need for making such a
refutation. Are you so doubtful
of your value, sir, that student
appraisals as so unsettling that
you feel they must be dealt with
publicly?
In conclusion, let me state
that I am in no way defending
the student scandal sheet. I find
it incredible that anyone would
expend the time and energy
necessary to produce such a
piece of garbage.
Carol Catkin
A 11113
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Tells Aim of Event
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APLAIN. GRACEFUL shaft bearing the inscription
"V ashington’s Birthplace." stands beside the
Potomac River in irginia. and another inscription. "Erected by the United States, A.D. 1895," marks
the place %here the first President of the United States
was born on Feb. 22. 1;32.
Few American statesmen have won the hearts of so
many countrymen and earned such titles as "favorite
son of liberty." deliverer of the country and founding
ashington.
father than George
Congressman Henry Lee described Washington:
’First in war, first in peace and first in tile hearts
of his countruten. second to none in tile humble and
endearing scenes of pris ate life. Pious. just ... sincere.
throughout. vice
dignified and commanding correct
,huddered in his presence and sirtue always felt his
fostering band . .
One of the first great men of the Revolutionary
period to see flaws in the .rtiele, of Confederate .
in framW ashington joined the Well id. Ili, gent-rat’
ing the Constitution and e,tabli,hing the United States.
lie may base preferred to spend the rest of his life at
Mount X’ernon. but Ili, patriotism forced him on as the
pioneer l’re,ident.
For eight )ears. Washington held the nation’s highest office, along with the seneration anti respect of the
American people. W hat lie wanted for his young country’s future can best be summed by a passage from his
last annual message to Congress in I796 in which lie
hoped that "... the virtue and happiness of the People
may be preserved. and that the Gosernment. whitli they
have instituted for the protection of their liberties, may
be perpetual."
In his last annual message. Washington said:
"The situation in which I now stand for tin’ last
time, in the midst of the Representatives of the People
of the United States, naturally recalls the period when
the Atiminitration of tile present form of Government
commenced: and I cannot omit the occasion to congratulate you anti my country on the success of the
experiment . .
Tomorrow. February the 22nd, we can recollect. as
Lowell wrote. ". . . that on that day a
James
really great man was horn." and "not fail to warm our
hearts with the memory of his service, and brace our
minds with the contemplation of his character."

r>s,
’,wet

Editor:
As one of Spartacamp’s faculty
advisers, I am grateful to Jules
Loventhal for his well -written
letter criticizing the "fun and
sun" aspect of the camp. For
answering it gives me a chance
to put before your readers a
contrasting view of the aims of
the forthcoming weekend, Saturday and Sunday. March 14 and
15, at Asilomar.
The intention of the Sparta.

cutup commit tee and its 50 student counselors is to provide the
campers with a weekend in which
they exercise their brains. To
this end, the committee and
counselors have worked hard in
developing what they hope will
be provocative material that will
form the basis of four discussions on the general theme of
goats for human existence,
Twenty-five of our faculty
have agreed to serve as consultants throughout the "think"
weekend- one faculty consultant
to each discussion group. Among
the faculty at Asilomar will be
such campus luminaries as William Dusel, Amnon Goldworth,
Roland Lee, Jack Pierce, Snell
Putney, and Richard Tansey.
Can one seriously maintain that
where such faculty as these will
be, there can be an absence of
intellectual activity? But let no
one mistake "intellectual" as a
synonym for "dull." For wherever men like these are present,

dullness and drudgery are forgotten words.
That the "Greeks" are among
the principal supporters of the
camp is perhaps true, although
of the committee’s student members, three out of seven are not
affiliated. And the hope and aim
of the committee continue to be
that Spartacamp should be a
truly campus-wide event.
My wish is for a". cry student
who recognizes that fun and
mental activity need not be mutually exclusive to read this
letter and be inspired to
come along on the Asilomar
weekend. There are still spaces
left for campers, men and women. Interested students may sign
up tlyough next week in front
of the Spartan Bookstore. The
fee is $12. The dress is informal.
And "beach -lime" is far at the
bottom of the list of activities.
Sincerely yours,
(ilLss) Faunell J. Rim
Asst. Prof. of Political Science
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red? tat reliable sources, Neufeld was "rell1.1s,,r
cause lie did not enforce the policy stating that a swim should lie
submitted 24 hours in advance of airing a program and tliat that
would ibis.
ittlit’etrra.sdtinigibtioaigiotemthtahtethaeirn.ew station manager. Pleasant
Hill t for real). pot. -Folk Sampler" host 1)on Bti ff5siitteol,r.
mission to ad lib his program Wednesday night. Hill sio,
appointed to the position Wednesday afternoon. a--nr- al, iln.
ri el Id An Htiilt,i,itioth tasx,:ru r again.
rtaitable point has come lteloasiaitn,tey..aputirilit
f:
afuelldfrho’s:
publicity director Tuesday because Hill sawed four
fired
a m 1;,., Ilgoetti v tehef (p.tsu I:hselteimrcaihoti gyav shi rrit gea.
days
Tryingads
facts
to itud
"h iNgheu rfeelgda.r(rrfaaiiirri \tihuiskitdal.k21,
Dr. Flick his reason for
found out three things:
he did not want to tell me why he fired. (sips, "remoyed- Neufeht,
and 31 he smokes green cigars.
When asked why he had "removed" Neufeld. Dr. Ilia ’aid,
"We like to get as many people as possible inafsa,iiliaig7iht,...l isua:,d,
our efforts of meeting the
c
wan
e %s t to continue
lit f
"ri.in
broadcasting. We also felt a change was needed ta, I1
goals." Flick lias the sole responsibility of
r .
manag-r.
Stillanother interesting addition to the situation Tin fill .1
them today): In seeking the position of station manager at the
end of last semester. Hill submitted a lengths report h. Dr. But
..on a htv Nenfeld should not be retained.
Hill stated that Neufeld did a fine job but there
too much
centralization of control in the departnuiritt;01.1:1,,,liaer,Iiia::,:i..41:111,1: re
sponsibility shinild be spread more thinl.
The new station manager stated that a
him in die position he will resign. Ile added. basses -1. dial if he
were to leaxe. it would be difficult to see who would a.-inne the
post snits. it takes -a great deal of time. Attempting to obtain a few views on the problem. 1 Nil, lid
that prepared scripts, as the policy calls for, would result in dull.
sten.; yps’tl ar0granttu1inig.
KSJS sports director Ken Allan had this to sa: "1 cuss our.
prised at the change. I feel that if those who made the a flange hail
examined lite situation more closely, they would has,- 1111111P up
with a better alternative. A result of this action sill -law dust
the stat.
because of ill -feelings among the staff:’
It al., was brought up at the Wednesday afterimmi
making meeting that the program director inquired a- tai shy he
%as, mat notified about Dr. Flick’s disagreement aid’ Neutelifc
Apparently tm answer aas gisen.
program
A. the situation stands. Hill is the station nianov,r. Flick
remains unmoved and Neufeld has asked to join the KsJS ness
staff under adviser Jim Dunne.
What’s next. Dr. Flick?

Question Man
Campus

implored
Kitchens base plea -anti
California’s early
Mission daNs.
At Sae Juan Bautista Mis,ion, 35 miles south of here. the
.mal post and big. black kettles, cold
kitchen is dry hearth. In is
for nearly a century. lit the I lasts it was a room of padre and
Indian. roasted corn and meat and a cheery smokillVSS.
But improvement isn’t all athaneemem. Built before our fore.
fathers gathered in Philadelphia’s Independence Hall. a stone sundial still accurately mark- the hour in the flowered Mission garden.
The hour was as importiud to the first padres as the minute is to
maiden’ man. Some %isitors today are perplexed liy the sundial;
they can’t imagine how the friars budgeted their time.
ilifle lingered at San Juan Bautista. Now
Past hours
a State Historical N1,01111111’0. the plaza surrounding the Mission
when the feet of recorded history trod
is nearl the Sallie t asIa\
upon it. Spanish soldiers drilled there in 1811. General U. S. Grant
and Leland Stanford rested at the hotel. Mountain -man Joel Walker.
discoverer of Yosemite. and Bear-Flagger John Fremont camped
on the plaza. Patrick Breen, a our% Rair of the Donner l’arty. raised
his fatti Is there.
Besides the hotel and Mission. the plaza contains a stable and
the Castro and Zanetta houses. Filled with black -hooded buggies;
and oakpaneled wagons, the stable was erected in 1874 by the
Overland Static Co. The Castro and Zanetta hmises are filled with
antiques of the Mexican and Early American periods of California
history.
San Juan Bautista Mission itself is an historical horn of
plenty. Largest of the ini-sions, its church mice held 2.000 worshippers. Books in the museum date back to the I600s. An English
hand organ more than 250 years old is on display. It helped convert Indians of the region who were captivated by its sound. in.
known to the first padres who had no knowledge of Anglo-Saxon
ballads, one of the organ’s songs was "Go to the Devil."
Indian labor constructed the mission. Redwood beams were
dragged down from the Santa Cruz mountains and lashed together
by rawhide thongs.
The adobe brick and red tile structure of 163 years sits on a
gr,isss knoll aiverlooking the San Juan Vallcv three miles east
-day excursion from the books.
and Route 101. a pleasant
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Males

By DAVE PAYNE
Photos by Mike Ivanitsky

What is your opinion of the typical .S’arr Jose State male?
MARSHA HILL, freshman. 1uaatiti, al saes*:
"I think the fraternity gils are much
smoother. They’re better dressed. Independents
treat you nicer. They don’t act like ’You’re my
date tonight, but not tomorrow night:"

CAROL BROWN, freshman, art:
"I’ve only been out on one dale here, so
couldn’t give you a very good opinion. My
date passed out on me at a fraternity party."

San Juan Batista

rd
Os

axlai

HIGHWAY WEST
By
ROY NORD

fr

DIANE SEDAN, freshman, education:
don’t
"Overall, they’re a lot of fun They
they
try to be something they’re not. I think

are neatly dressed."

RACHEL PILLE, Junior, aec.retariat administration:
"There is a wide variety. All boys, independents and fraternity, are nice out of their
particular groups. There is the beatnik type;
I haven’t been around them much. There’s
the pseudo type. Then there’s my boyfriend."
JUDY FARRELL, senior, advertising:State
Jose
"If all mates were typical at San
date a lot.
it wouldn’t be too interesting to
that the
What I find interesting about SJS is
variety-ettoeft
great
people here are of a
groups.dont
for the ones who conform in
Fraternity boy,
mean this just by fraternities.
indeperld"
are every bit as interesting as the
ents."
GRETCHEN COLE, freshman, business education:
"What has happened to gallantry? The
guys lack class and imagination; they never
stop to think that going to parties every
weekend gets horribly monotonous. Why don’t
they spend their beer allowance on taking
their dates to the show, out to dinner, bowling. Chinatown or something a little more
exciting."
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The March Box
PINNINGS
Gall Emmeriek, junior elementary education major at the University of California at Berkeley, from Montebello to George Owren,
Delta Sigma Phi, senior electrical engineering major from Livermore
Pans Johnson, sophomore English major from Encino to Mike
Freed, Sigma Phi Epsilon, senior business major from San Diego.
Kitty Yore, Telephone Company employee from San Anselmo to
Dan Ayneftworth, Sigma Phi Epsilon, senior engineering major from
San Rafael.
Judy Brewington, Delta Gamma, junior interior decoration
major from Indio to Gary Smalley, Lambda Chi Alpha, senior premedical major at the University of California at Santa Barbara
from San Bernardino.
ENGAGEMENTS
Carolyn Harwood, Delta Gamma, senior sociology major from
Napa to Tom Malloy, Delta sigma Pi, senior business major at Santa
Clara University from Napa. An August wedding is being planned.
Jann Spence, Kappa Kappa Gamma, junior elementary education major from Los Altos, to Dick Leeuwenburg, Delta Tau Delta,
senior industrial engineering major at Stanford, from Salt Lake
City. They will be married July 18.
Barbara Murphy, Kappa Kappa Gamma, senior education major from San Jose to John Peset, a February graduate of SJS with
a Master’s Degree in business administration. They plan to be married this summer.
Pam 3filikee, Kappa Kappa Gamma, graduate nursing student
from Milbrae, to Steve Faulkaner, pre-med major at SJS. They plan
to be married next February.

Beauty Pageant Plans Being Made

Jo Waltermire, SJS coed who
is the current Miss San Jose,
recently announced with the San
Jose Junior Chamber of Commerce plans for the 1964 Greater
Miss San Jose Pageant to be held
In the Civic Auditorium May 16.
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ERIC PETERSON
111011ack Ave.
Campbell, Calif.
Tel.: 378.0218
representing

NE COLLEGE LIFE
NM/RANCE COMPANY
Of AMERICA
.the only
effusively

Company selling
to College Men

l’ very registered student
can get a job in Europe and
receive a travel grant.
Among thousands of jobs
available are resort, sales,
lifeguard and office work.
No experience is necessary
and wages range to $400
Monthly. For a complete
prospectus, travel grant and
job application returned airmail. send $1 to Dept. F.
American Student Information Service, 22 Ave. de la
Liberte. Luxembourg City,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
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Rush Program Needs
Changes -- Holley
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Jo will be making contacts
with women’s living groups to
tell them about the pageant. As
a forerunner to the Miss American pageant held in Atlantic
City every year, Greater Miss
Jose will represent the Greater
San Jose area in the Miss California pageant in Santa Cruz this
June.
In addition to selecting a
young lady to represent the San
Jose area in Santa Cruz, another queen will be selected to
represent the city of San Jose
in the Miss Santa Clara pageant
at the fair this fall.
To be eligible for the pageant
In Santa Cruz, contestants must
be between the ages of 18 and
28, single and a resident of the
Greater San Jose area. To enter
the pageant for the Miss Santa
Clara County title, a young lady
must be 17 and a resident of the
city of San Jose, and single.
This is the second year girls
tinder 18 have been allowed to
enter the pageant sponsored by
the Junior Chamber. Finalists
will be chosen April 10 from all
entrants and will be sponsored
by local merchants with the
girls’ pictures displayed throughout the area. The winner of the
Miss San Jose title will receive
a scholarship in addition to
other prizes toward furthering
her education.
Girls interested in entering the
pageant should contact Dorothy
Reger at the Junior Chamber
Office, No. 1 Jaycee Blvd., or
call CY 2-8211 between the hours
of 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Deadline for
registration is March 11.

What is
extremely
intelligent...

Inter-Fraternity Council President Bill Holley, Sigma Chi,
announced at a Wednesday night
meeting that some revisions will
have to be made to pick up the
rush program.
He said that the program
hasn’t changed over the past
10 years. Holley, concerned with
fraternities competing for rushees. added, "There also has been
petty bickering and stabbing behind each other’s hacks."
The IFC president stressed
that faculty members, students,
and San Jose residents, to name
a few, are against rush and fraternities conspiring against each
other is only adding to the
problem.
Rush Chairman Al Duncan,
Sigma Pi, reported to the group
that he didn’t think the fraternities, overall, put on a very good
rush

Friday, February 21, 1964
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society editor
One yell of secrecy has been lifted. but I must await another
one to be raised before I will be able to speak freely.
Fraternity rush ended last weekend and sorority rush is just
beginning. It seems that during rush, there shall be no publicity
devoted to any Greek organization on campus. This is because of
an old tradition which is referred to as "The Silent Week." During
this week all rushees and Greeks will communicate on a friendly
basis, but not too friendly . . . The latter could result in what is
termed as "dirty rushing," but we won’t discuss that here.
The problem which concerns me here Is whether or not publicity
could or could not sway a person’s mind as to what sorority or fraternity she or he would join. It is a curious question, but one which
will probably remain unanswered for a long time--at least a- kinv
as the "Silent Week" goes on.
SIGMA NU
Richard R. Fletcher, executive secretary of Sigma Nu fraternity,
came from Sigma Nu headquarters in Lexington, Va., to attend us
special meeting in his honor, recently.
The purpose of Fletcher’s visit was to discuss and make necessary arrangements for the new house that SJS Sigma Nes will
begin building this summer.
SIGMA CM
Monday night 23 pledge pins were given out to one of Sigma
Chi’s largest spring pledge classes. The ceremonies were followed by
an exchange with the Kappa Alpha Theta sorority.
The new pledges are Joe Campeau, Wayne Cappa, Jeff Cole
Tom Deeble, John Dunlavy, Doug Eisner, Bob Fletcher, Mike Forester, Jim Hardesty, Jim Hunt, Tom Hyland. Bill Jensen, Riley Johnson, Jim Johnson, Dick Miner, Fred Morton, Bill Myers, Bryant
Nelson, Mike Pesco, Dennis Ritter, Al Wilks and Bill Yarborough
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
The Sig Eps held an exchange dinner last night with the Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority. Half of the Sig Eps went to the Kappa
Kappa Gammas for dinner while half of the Kappa Kappa Gamma,
went to the Sig Ep house.
The Sigma Phi Epsilon committee chairmen are IFC Repre
sentative, Jack Perkins; Social Chairman, Dave Brady and Craig
Pace; Rush Chairmen, Tom Frazie; Public Relations, Dave Bloom;
Alumni Relations, Fred Kalmar; Pledge Trainer, Clark Heinrich;
Scholarship Chairman, Keith Compton; Athletics, Tom Powers;
Queen of Hearts Chairman, Gene Baroway; and Sparta Sings, John
Worthington.

Leap Year Dance Sponsored by PE Club
Dance, Feb 29 at the San Jose
Swim and Racket Club, 9 a.m.
to 1 a.m.
Bids. $3 each for the cocktail-dress occasion, are available
in the P.E. departments and
will be on sale at the door.
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2500 acres of scenic trails 200.
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ARF!
Benjamin Franklin for The Louisville Slugger, as he is better
known as) said, "A penny saved is a penny earned," :aid we,
the college population of America, have taken to heart thi, sari,
advice. We spend prudently: we budget diligently. Yet, delete
our wise precautions, we are always running short. Why? Because there is one item of expense that we consistently underestimate -the cost of travelling home fir weekends.
Let us take the typical case of Basil Metabolism, a sophomore
at UCLA majoring in avocados. Basil. a resident of Bangor,
Maine, loved to go home each weekend to play with his faithful
dog, Spot. What joy, what wreathed smiles, when Basil and
Spot were re-united! Basil would leap into his dogcart, and
Spot, a genuine Alaskan husky, would pull Basil all over Bangor,
Maine -Basil calling cheery halloos to the townfolk, Spot
wagging his curly tail.
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Have Some Fun
This Weekend

COLLEGE BOWL

Her

Optometrists

for the "Sweetheart of Sigma
Chi" were honored. The purpose
was for the sweetheart contestants to meet the mothers and
brothers of Sigma Chi.
Refreshments were coffee, tea
and a cake which vvas decorated
for the occasion.
Sigma Chi’s annual Province
Conference of Northern California and Nevada will be held February 28 and 29 at Fresno this

at the

good
A group of 80 college
students on a PSA super
Electra Jet. And
why so smart? Because they chose
PSA, the airline
with the MOST! Most flights
245 a week
even more for holidays. Only 13.50
San Francisco Los Angeles, 19.85 San Diego - San

Arlene D’Arey, present Sweetheart of Sigma Chl, was the
guest of honor at the annual
Sweetheart Tea which was held
yesterday at the Sigma Chi
House.
Also honored were past sweethearts Lisa Phelan, Syndy Ware
and Mrs. D. L. Reinke of Sunnyvale.
The Mother’s Club put on the
tea with the assistance of the
little Sigma’s. The contestants

refreshments

has 162 arms ...
and flies
North
and South?

Sigma Chi Holds Annual Tea
To Honor Past Sweethearts

n juaie

Physical education m ajor s
and minors and members of
CAHPER, (California Association of Health, Physical Education and Recreation) are invited
to the Last Chance Leap Year
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But the rsist, alas, of travelling from UCLA to Bangor, Maine,
ran to $4110 a week, and Basil’s father, alas, earned only is
meagre salary as a meter-reader for the Bangor water department. So, alas, after six month. Basil’s father told Basil Ise
could rake no more money: he had already sold everything he
owned, inelsiding the flashlight he used to read meter-.
Basil returned to California to ponder his dilemma. ( tne
solution occurred to him -to ship Spot to UCLA and keep him
in his mom -but Basil had to abandon the notion be-caste
1j- rosmmate, G. Fred Sienfoos, who was, alas, allergic to dog
-a stn.ke of genius, you
Then another ides came to l’
might call it. He won’ 1.1ty a Mexican hairless= chihuulaui!
’ Its lie would have a dog to pull him around, and G. Fred’s
allow would be undisturbed.
The results, alas, were not all Basil had hoped. The chilninhull. alas. was unable to pull Basil in the dogcart, no imitter
how energetically he beat the animal.
Defeated again, Basil sat down with (1. Fred, his mommate,
to smoke a Marlboro Cigarette and seek a new answer ti the
problem. Together they smoked and thought and -Eurek at answer quickly appeared. (I do not AUER,’ a lark you, that
All I say about
NlarlIsiro Cigunittes are an aid to e- ’
Martino,. is that they taste good and are made of fine tOhttee. Is
Mild pure white filters and come in soft pack sir Flip Top Isis )
Well, sir. Basil and G. Fred got a great idea. Actually, the
FrINTS. Who htlipPlIP(1 Co be maj,tring in genetics.
;
idea
Why not, said fi. Fred, cross-breed tlie rhitunkhum with a (;reat
Dane and thus nmduee an animal stiirdv enough to pull a dogcart"
It was, alas, another igen doomed to failure. The crone-breeding Was done, hut the moult (this is very difficult to explain) WWI
raccoon.
But there is, I am pleased to report, a happy ending to this
heart-rending tale. It seems that Basil’s mother (this is also very
difficult to explain) is a glamorous blond aged 19 rant. (’Inc.
day she was spotted by a talent wont in Bangor, Maine, and
was signed tess fabulous movie contract, and the entire family
t. Califsirtsiti and bought Rel Air, and today one of the
most endearing sights to he seen on the entire Piwifie Coast ss
Sisd pulling Basil down Sunset Boulevard --Basil cheering and
Spot wagging Basil’s mother is also happy, making glamorous
movies all day long, and Basil’s father is likewise content, sitting at home and reading the water meter.
a um sea oasis..
*
*
Pacific Coast, Atlantic Coast the great Heartland in between
-not to speak of Alaska and Hairait-all of this Is Marlboro
Country. Light up anti And out for pourvelt.
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’Barber of Seville
Given by Goldovsky
The merry, madcap ch.
of "The Barber of Seville,- thoacchino Rossini’. opera Buffa,
will be presented Monday at tho
ic Auditoriw!.
San .h.sse
830 p.m by The Gold.. Grand opera The.der
The Goldovsk) Company
translated the etimeds
into contemportii)
English. Hot -is Goll.11..)% sky awl
Sarah Caldwell collaborated in
this
148 -year-old
translating
Italian libretto.
American conductor. Edward
Alley, will direct the (iiildovsky
Opera. He was named Tour Director and Conductor in 1962.
Starring in the three-act Corn ;c’ Opera will be J;tirltS Wainner
as Count Alma%k.a. Luisa I
Sett as Rosina and Sherrili
flea as Figaro.

EDWARD ALLEY
. . . to direct opera

MIAMI CALLING...
Future Teachers Who Would Like
To Claim Their Place
in the Florida Sun as

Members of the Faculty of the
Nation’s Fastest Growing College!

Orchestra San Pietro of Naples

K.1ZU11414-141.114igalAia=lii=141.14.a.v,44.4;

Ruotolo Conducts Tonight
S.ti. I ir -’f Niples,
preettlat rill
that
CIPMParabletsr
11111.1Si
[WOfitirlium. Tonight, in
Hall at 8 15 p.m this Neapolitan
orchestra will Der101111.
fthotolo Will C011tluet.
The ensemble % ill play Sinfonia -F.dipo a Colonit" by Sacchini, Concerto in C Major for
two oboes and strings by Albinoni. "La Casa Del Diavolvo"
by Boccherini, Tarantella for
contrabass and strings by Bottesini and Sinfonia No. 44 in I..
Minor by Haydn.
This is the third season that
the orchestra has toured this
continent. It has toured extenskely in Italy. The group has
recorded for Decca Records and
now has three releases in circulation.
Renato Ruotolo, conductor and
musical director, formed the
chamber orchestra and introduced it to Italian audiences in
1950. Ruotolo himself is an accomplished violinist.
Tickets are available in the
Student Affairs Business Office.
The tickets are free to SJS
students.

1444444.11..
THE ORCHESTRA SAN PIETRO OF NAPLES

Art Classes Exhibit
Cloth Weavings, Ceramics
A weaving and ceramics exhibit, from beginning and advanced classes, is currently on
display in the Art Building until
Friday. The exhibit is on display
on the first floor.
Included in the ks’ea v ing section are rug, upholstery fal,:-.
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America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

at

\II 1. \11-1) WE JUNIOR COLLEGE
Minimum Requirements for
B.A.
Technical Areas
M.A.
Academic Areas

ROBERT H. McCABE
%anti -Dade Junior College11380 N. W. 27th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33167
Telephone: 688-3541
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Opportunities Are Available
In Both Technical and Academic Areas
for the 1964-1965 College Year

8 O’Clock Curtain

SPECIAL

$149

STUDENTS’ DINNER

Mon. & Thur. Nights IF,"
Deacon Shimmin
& His
Dixieland Piano
Fr 8, Si.
Don Morley and
His Hofbrou Band

Served Daily:
4:30 8:00 p.m.
Sunday:
11:00 a.m.- 8:00 pro

garden Lily
51 So. Market

(8 wiof W4WS\044/4\0/V

Weekend Art
Ur r I March I hoi
Ef Ds YOUNG
MEMORIAL MUSEUM
Selec
’lions from the 8..rna Collection of
English Petle:y Mother and Child
in Mods -n Art ineuel,ng works by
Picasso. Cl-aqall. Gauguin and Mathse. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Go’den Gate
Park.
VILLA MONTALVO Landscapes.
s.ascloP, and Mar:MOS in oils by
W
Anderson. Wood
, Emily Tihenkc, prints
by h,
Fuln; and weaving
examp.e.
na L
nn Saratoga.
SAr:"A ciARA
- P (. ai and
de Sasset Art
7_;E" ART GALLERY
-urt:rnen .1. Dierck,
Hal
- .r. and Bb
FiEL
St, I .3
Ix 4 p.m.
wrokcier
n Sundays.
San Joe 1 a L.

...nolirau

FIRST
GROUND BEEF
ROUND STEAK
BACON
VEAL CUTLETS

89C

7

(Columbia Sliced)

29’
29’1

I lb.

(Frozen)

2 pkg.

STATE MEAT MARKET
Corner of 4th and Santa Clara
A liole-alc to Fr.it,

CV 2.7721
.111.1
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tabrics suited for wearing ap.
pastel, wall hangings, pillows and
table settings from Mrs. Glady;
Vogelman’s classes.
Ceramics range from highly
glazed to contemporary free
T11,
from art professors Dr
I
it 5-’an(1(rs and James

There are many thing,: to say about .lier.e
sir’
Dance group. It can he said that they are th,
COlorful Spain. They are the spirit of the cono,..
the restless matailorps.
To say that they merely dance is nod eh.,
Jose Greco has taken the livid greens
Mg reds of the Spanish countryside atilt
,
with these colors in their costumes.
Lola DeRonda, Greco’s prima ballerinan. retnir..
of Spain’s chasm and romance with her comb maid..
lace.
If two could "steal a show" then Pedro Aim in
Quintero danced away with the San Jose Civic Auditoriums
.
ence’s heart.
Azorin, one of the great jota dancers of Spain IntirIP
pearance in "Romeria Aragonesia." Anything that
ways he kept in its artistic simplicity.
Carmen Quintero, a small, wide-eyed commedienne
and teased with the audience in "Los Saks." also shoui-ii
very good dancer.
The master, Jose’, danced to the kiss of the castanet, ..,
grace of a thoroughbred. As choreographer he seem..ri
.
saved the best dance steps for himself. Or could it t*
L.
(lanced the best?

A

OTTAGE
CASUALS
torlIket t11064.

We wish to take this opportunity to thank a
of our fine friends and patrons who helped to
make our grand opening such a big success.
/t will be our aim to give you the finest of serv

RCA VICTOR
RECORDING GREAT

ice and the latest in fashions.

FEB. 24- MAR. 2i

Layaway plan and Bankamericard for your con
venience.

Hear all the top selections from his big albums...,
"This is All I Ask"
"More" (Mond() Cane)
"Tender is the Islight"
"Yellow Bird"
and many, many more!

Complete selection of Junior Dresses in size

from 5-15 and Missey Dresses from 6-16. Sel
our wide

MINORS WELCOME! DINNER FROM 6;30

and varied line of sportswear QM

swim wear.

make your reservations now
DINING ROOM PATRONS RECEIVE
FIRST CHOICE OF SHOWROOM SWS

Store hours from 10:00 A.M. ’til 6:00 P.M.

mon.

ON Stt

Thursilil
For your convenience we shall be open on
nights ’HI 9:00 P.M.

!AIN)
COMING:
JOHN GARY’S LATEST ALBUMS

599 JACKSON STREET

"Designed with the college girl in mind"

KINGSTON TRIO
BILL COSBY
CHAD MITCHELL TRIO
DICK GREGORY ’
’1

CLOSED SUNDAYS
EX 1-0979

SHOWS: DAILY FROM 9:00

;

tOTTAGB tASUALS
438 E. Williams
San Jose
297.6725
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Phi Epsilon ..N.iiimiae Chapter) Scholarship 1964.
Ni,:ay was soloist with the,
S.
Youth Symphony in
196.; mid was selected as soloist
with the San Jose State Svmphiarpyr Orrhestra, Spring 1964.
a II play selections from
Franck, Pe Falla and
Jose Mil
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Side%t alk Cafe,

Lipstick and Matching Satin
Pink Cafe (sween pink spiced w coffee)
Cafe-au-Lait (half coffee -half cream)

John Gary Opens
Soon at ’hungry i’

Color Menu
Hi -Society Lipstick
Fine Line Lipstick
Matching Nail Satin
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Wool Dresses 50% off
’01,0 COP

It’s true! We have cut the prices in

half on our fashionable ALL WOOL
dresses. Just right for style conscious SJS coeds who know and appreciate fine quality. Now on sale
during Perry’s special clearance.

-16.S

Hurry For The Best Selection
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Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TWO S

lACOS

If you’ve already been promised a vice-presidency, fine.
.’.’n ’t,

Surfing Dictionary: Wipe out;
hunging ten; pearl; crazy foot
shooting the curl; gremmie;
tacos.

LS
Fit

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

33

CY 3-2049

230 E. Brokaw Rd.
.1141.11NNESED 1101CNINES.
AND OFFICE Er:W.:WENT

For all

CY 2-0462

Alameda

education siirorit.

Shy

Plus Some Experience

Flowers
and
Corsages

San Jose Fairways

l’i Lambda The

I:,.

Life Saving Certificate

sorority

1681

.V.
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,t; UI J ’RENT

be in
Wo won’t waste your fin,ts.
to
r ,nagement,
1,:0 dttrr.; t ;’nk On
above average student .
your managerial potential.) From there on, right up
into middle or top management, your pace will be in
direct proportion to your performance.
and
We haye opporturiti in mmket

aOministntion, ring;nnering or public contact work. That’s one of the advantages of working for
a company that s doubling in size during the 1960 s
-we need all sorts of talents and temperaments.
Making vice-president with us may take a little time
.., and some doinp. But you’ll feel like a vice pre;1:16;int
when you get there.

TA1K TO CliP RFPRISENTATIVF ON CAMPUS FEBRUARY 26 AND 27
PAP Di

Pacific Telephone

r

00_,

Aerial Power at SJS
One of the finest gymnastics
:ads in the nation will he 1,111 of
wrow’s rut ngular aol it, meet
Saartan Gym. 33 hiin SJS enter Valley Slate
it. San 1.5
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S0,-ITH BASCOM

6th in the NCAA meet last year.
%,,hile the Matadors were eleven
notches down in 17th place, tied
with Arizona State.
"San Fernando should be a It
stronger this year." Spartan Coach
Clair Jennett commented earlier
this week. They have 1963’s 6th
hest NCAA horizontal bar acrobat
in Larry Robinson to help them
it -Dave Smith tied tor ninth in

6

A

AIL
430 SOUTH FIRST STREET

CS 5.723B

"LOVE ON A PILLOW"
with Bridgette Bardot

"THE LEOPARD"
.., o E.Jrt lienceste,

_
IfiRialk IPII

STUDENTS El 00

- S’UDENTS Si 00

ARATOG

1433 THE ALAMEDA
CY 7 3060
"MURDER AT THE GALOP"
"SCAPEGOAT"
STUDENTS 51 JO

LR
ALMA

AN:

14502 BIG BASIN WAY

_

San Jose
Civic Auditorium

south screen
"KISS FOR ME"
"LOVE ME TENDERLY"
"SEA WIFE"

Thurs., Feb. 27
8 P.M.
Tickets $2, $2.50, $3,00

north screen
"KINGS OF THE SUN"
"COMEDY OF ERRORS"

San Jose Box Office,
Sherman Clay
or
Phone 296-3360

"MAN FROM GALVESTON"
1111=MINIIIMMIMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIMI
X** giAllirtili
CY 24778

"THE VICTORS"
ince Edwards
George Hamiltor

The potiintial strength of the
1964 San Jose State tennis team is
hest demonstrated by the fact that
two players currently rank above
Rich Drake.
Drake, a lefty, was the team’s
No. 1 man last year, and was, in
iildition, the conference singles
champion. But a pair of San FranCity College transfers are
i irrently playing ahead of Drake,
according to coach Butch Krikmaim.
The present No. I ’slayer, lef thunder Rich Anderson, took up
tennis at a late age, but has
along well. ilerlirding
rialls e
to Krikorian. The second man.
Holt NIttrio, is one of the top
junior players In Northern Callf

"Tops in Playboy"

ROCK AVENUE

Selected Short Seblects

Mermen Face
Indian Squad
In Home Pool

An Exciting New

San Jose State’s swimming team
ims what Coach Tom
’Neill
calls "the best team we’ll face this
year," tonight in Spartan pool at
7 i30.
The powerful Stanford Indians.
picked as the second best team in
the AAIAT behind the NCAA
champion USC, will be heavy favorites to sweep to victory-.
SJS will be handicapped by the
loss of Nick Schoenmann, holder
of the school records in the 50 and
ilUya: :1
Sc:a.zninann.
who has had eligibility problems,
has not been up to his record times
of 21.9 and 48.7 this year, but was
being counted on to supply one-two
ii,inch in these events for O’Nt ili’s
am.
The freshman swimming team.
1’11 by future stars Jack I.ikins and
KW, in curtain, will aisi,
iinar first %kin of the
Iii.
;12altlst the Stanford (Irish IiII
Cal meet, !Akins won lc. ;1.2 in the 100 free and I54.6 m
The 200 free, as the Pear C’tihs won.
58-33. Currlin took a first in the
individual
200
yard
medley
2:19.2v

Tour

Student

Personally Escorted
By
Florence

Nick

vr.,11141 \h.-. Nick

Camping through Europe by Minibus, the camper passes through large cities of Europe visiting
the r mureurns and sightseeing attractions but in addition will enjoy the countryside and smaller
towns cl Europe. Meet and enjoy Europeans /mei do as thousands are doing every year Tour
open read
E
n
Depart San Francisco July lit 1964 via American Airlines,
Depats New York July 1st 1964 via Sabena Belgium Airlines (returns to USA August 1st) 30 fun
ed days. $1074.00 per person (including all meals). Call or stop in for a detailed brochure.
VISITING:
*ITALY
SPAIN
FRANCE
EN GLAND

*BELGIUM
*HOLLAND
*GERMANY
*AUSTRIA
*SWITZERLAND

lirceard &bat

Travel Advisors Inc.
CY 742121

Fernando

In other
Forfeits continue to affect
league standings in the intramural the table tennis tourne
tied to begin today. Entrails
are
lbasketball schedule. Ineligibilitics
advised to cheek the intramural
have erased possible victories be- board in the 11,P),
’.y no for their
Fi iday Fiibritary 21,._1_96 I cause team captains are not keep- playing times.
ing their rosters up to date. All
playing members of a team must
he listed by 3:30 on the day of a
game.
In Wednesday night action, the
Rojos edged Moulder Hall, 34-31.
with
Neil Calhoon led the
11 points. The Allen Haulers forfeited to Alpha Phi Alpha, and the
Larry Draper, a third transfer Rams forfeited to Markham No, 1..
from SFCC, but also a returnee, is
The Awful-Awfuls dumped the
fourth man. Draper, according to Fugawi Raiders, 45-38. Dave Ellis
Krikorian, should be one of the led the scoring column with 11
better doubles players.
points. Jo-Li Manor beat the RFA third returnee, Bob Adams, is ers, 34-23, behind the shooting of
the No. 5 man. Adams, now a sen- Chuck Staedler, who tallied nine.
ior, has been playing tennis at SJS Bob LeBue led both teams with
11th and Santa Clara
since his freshman year, and is ten points.
Inscribed by Krikorian as "a
OAF Incompletes scored 39
steady player, who always comes against Kappa Sigma’s 26 for the
I hrough."
win. Nasser Rahmanan led the InRussell Wright, who played for completes with ten points.
The Spartans two years ago, is currently playing in the No. 6 posi- illikeVeWre’reWeir4V041,,,Ancliftelee’reitWet.i.".5:54.54501",,
tion. According to the coach, he is
"one of the better players from
the San Joaquin Valley, and should
many help us."

SJS Gains Strength
From Transfer Netmen

PETER NERO

ROPICAIR

"LAWRENCE OF ARABIA"

C.SPAM’ VS 18 511.5

A

STUDENTS DI 00

1968 ALUM

sports

UN 7 3026

"FLAME OVER INDIA"

ROAD

5.55’ & SAN SALYADOR

the parallel tho
he NCAA title
meet, and %%as a ciin,iistant 90 point
Mall in the high bar event last
year.
But SJS will be sending an "Improved team" against the Matadors
this year, according to Jennett
The Spartans finished fourth in thi
state college meet last year, II.’ hind SFVS"s meet winning entry.
Chico State the "other" team in
ihe meet, lost to the Spartans 8216. in its last outing. and should
find the going especially rough
against SJS arid SINS.
Tonight Jennett’s men hit the
road for a 7::10 rematch with tho
San Franciscii State gymnasts. Tito
Spartans won the first meeting between the pair. 76-52, hut could be
slowed by an ankle injury to their
number two point producer, Jim
Giussi will compete in the
weekend meet, hut will he at half
strength following the injury susI tined in last %iiek’s Chico State
meet.

"CARRY ON REGARDLESS"

Ho

AsVADEN

CT 4-5544

Forfeits Erase
Intramural Wins

2aity

San Jose

Foreign Car
Specialist
%,SHELL

Karl’s
Shell Service

YIP
%Kul

hen’!
it..

FOLK

Other players who could break
into the starting sly include Jack
LaFever, up from Ito Irish: Rich
Gnat, /I late -starting returnee.
who Is playing basketball: Mel
Illgginson. hack from last year’s
squad; Fred Russell. a transfer
from Coalinga Junior College;
:ind Dennis Coupe, a transfer
from Cal, who sat out Last year.
Nan Jose starts off the season
in a big way, playing host to universities, colleges and junior colleges from all over Northern California, for the Northern California
Intercollegiate tourney, Feb. 26
through 29.
The Spartans open their dual meet -eastal Nlarch 4, when t hiiv
tangle with Stanford in rolo All
The next day they open their home
dual -meet schedule, as Santa Bari c -ii comes to town.

$
$
Cuitars-Banjos-Le.,son.$
$
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su
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RENT TO LEARN

ii

BENNER MUSIC

to

0

1884 W. Son Corioi

CT 7-7417

After the game or the show
think of---Pizza (5 sizes -over 100
combinations)
Spaghetti
Salad
Sandwiches
Garlic Bread

Are You
Spring Cleaning?
in so

1,iss

’ but

and

.1.1-picail. for .1
At the

ssa.ii and
Ms.

PIZZ

HAVEN

315

(Corner of 10th &

Ace
Launderette

’

Open 4 p.m. Daily
293-1310

336 E. William

Campui
,

r://

overran/ C./turd!
c.. & Riverside
Services

Cove.nnnt Collegians meet at 9:45
Topic: Christian Problems
’..peoker: Mac Martinez
".ut:t Followship 830
Foreign Students Invited
t.
rvices 11 00 a.m.: 7:00 p.m.
Pastor Arvid Carlson, D.D.

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at
Fll’A

Baptist Church

ne downtown church
entering to the college community
Morning Worship
J., 4 1100 a.m.
,
s
Collage "Seminar"
4. p in.
Tr -C Club
Si San Joe.
"1.1nrence R. Sands, D.D., Pastor
,99 So

Second

‘Tartan
inn

;11 p ni.
.
p to

First Immanuel Lutheran
(Missouri Synod)
and

Student Center
374 So. 3rd St.

111111
imi471.:41Sitf.t

Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and 11:00
Discuss.on G’s iri 9 45

A. .1. ’rammer. Pastor
292-4404
(Lutheran)

L.C.A

Student chapel iv, th doubter,
nues7pn/ and b,,yer

Worship

Sunday, 10 a.m.

Attend the

Roger Williams Fellowship

Canterbury
Tales

Episcopeliens et San Jose Stets

A MOTION PICTURE
YOU MUST SEE

R. Fiedler. Dir. of Music
N Ittres, Vicar

St. Thomas Chapel

ueition

Campus Religious

The Lenten Array
at Trinity Church
THE CHURrHES LISTENS IN .
to Prof lames Clark,
"Man in Contemporary Literature’
Sunday, 10 a m Trinity Church

"Report form Russia"
Margaret Rose
Ned Horton
From Quaker work camp
in Russia
Sunday, February 23
6:30 Meeting

6 p.m. Supper

Grace Baptist

Inquirers Class tor the prospective An
glican, the doubtful, and the lust plain
curious Good for the growing edge
fhursday evenings, 7 30 pm At the
Center
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South Tenth

Church

484 East San Fernando

Kos

845 1100 and 7,45
Church Service
10:00 a re. College Bible Class
"Confronting Christ"
George -Shoty- Collins John 61

Nor

Payto

Chaplain

11011.1 Coiio

Kan

s
A.

Organization
Program 7.00 p in
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S 10th al Si’ Carlos
Allan Dieter. Cannput Pastor

Tri-C

4

Of Your Choice

The new

NEWMAN CLUB

Antonio

cUNDAY. FEB. 23
-mar Dirk C.riffrill
’ Victors or 1,0unterf I IISi’ tor,
IttfreAmetsta
1
ellownhip }four

io4N1 dAr rIST CHURCH SERVICES
8.30. 1100 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

M.d wenk Lenten Services
Wdnesday 6 45 & 8 pc

2 blob from school

A.L.C.

(5it
The Wesley Foundation

P&
The dramatic film, Question 1, is a
heartwarming story from behind the
Berlin Wellof a boy and his father
each forced to decide his future on
his willingness to stand tta for what
he believes. Produced by Louis
dePochernent Associates.

The Catholic Student Center
Daily Mass
C. W. C. 11:45 a.m.
79 S.

CT

Sts

5-9638

Fr. Cyril Leach, Chaplin

St. Paul’s Methodist Church
10th at San Salvador
Sunday. February 23 at 1:30 p.m.
A 504 Donation Suggested

Roffe
San Insv Slate
College Ward
This is a coed fraternity sponsored by the IDS
Institute of Religion
wiThrJ’/
W,,,ShIP
Church We emphasite
Come in and see our lenowship in a spiritual Sunday;
student renter lounge. atmosphere
JO am Sunday
library, roirreation room
Cheritni merlon! Mon 3
and hie hen are available
p m I wrung ’Serve
for your use
Feb ;51 it 5 45 turi
Priponond

Pelle

Lambda Delta Sigma

in

Open /am Spm

EVERYONE WELCOME

R POO Society

INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
Paul R. Searle, Director

Cl

pm

10th at San Fernando

’s

297-7600 i)
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:
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14/(0.1111111

1, IF
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According to Inman,
games
are going to h. miserable firms !adorn tough
Iloth Loyola and
Pepperdine I
11.011 inconsistent 1
in their pia., ’in
year, playing
well at tittle
1:
the Spartans
have timer t’
ui games 011
11.11/ (11/11101(1111J .
S11011111 .
I
if 11,11
1 tests, him . 5
’ with S11111.1 1 . 1
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Frosh Five
Faces Tribe,
Santa Rosa

4198.14,ami074:!;.!;""M!7.1’

’psi:man
The S.1S
li.1 iri I I
team Yvill return to cai!i a ii
tonight and tomorrov: night ill
home game PI lila) illls I 5.
the Stanton! trosh
Rosa Junior l’-liege.
Tonight, prior to the S.1:-1 1 o
varsity contest, the Spartat...
will match baskets with the Si
ford Indians. The tribe lost ..
decision to 5.15 list SeIlle,11
11.
low scoring affair.
Santa Rosa will provide rugged
opposition for Danny Clines’ (Win 1.1 I Isss ss i’ssA night. Tia junior col l., . 1.1,51J1
near the top id its
cre,,,,,..10111i1110.111, 111,1111111/r
.1 .111111111g year.
do hot held a
The S;ini.i
tirtintl of
tetun.
but should malo things tough for
Spartababes anyway. SJS will
i.,rry a 6-8 mark into this week(10111pelition.

Student Bowling

35’

BILLIARDS PARLOR
Pool -Snooker-51.00 per hour
16

Clean

Alleys

Downtown Bowl
375 W. Santa Clara Sf.

294-7800

ANIMAL LOVER?-Spardi, holding the UOP
Tiger by the tail, after Saturday’s 58-50 win
over Pacific, gets ready to battle the Loyola
Lion, tonight at Spartan Gym. If Spardi slays

,

KI

1/2 off

:h

Kastle

SALE

the lion, he’ll run into more trouble tomorrow
night against Pepperdine. Oh well, never a dull
moment.

Track Records May Fall
In Interclass Competition

Outdoor ti sick and field gets it
itfficiul SJS initiation for the 19r.I
I year this afternoon at ’lit Spartan
Field, when the first gun sounds .51
the tIfIrIllai I IlielYsilISS I rack meet
The Interclass meet IsPetilli lila
’comprised of marks which hme
withstood attacks by track ;Ind
’field competitors for 11 years, will
be subjected to possinle mass re this year.
\n impressive field of perform,
%sill Inc assaulting such long
0
,..1ing marks as Herm Wyat I.
high jump in 1953 and
NlIckey Maramonte’s 1955 17 ti
mark 10 the ISO yard dash.
At 3 p.m., action will get under
way with the sarsity 13111 field
taking off in the wrapper-liTting
er rs
les. Also at Ilie
lime, field esents including the
shot put, ja:elin, pole %Mai,
broad jump, high junip, disrus
and triple jump will begin.
According to SJS track men?.o
,I.loyd "Bud" Winter, a mom!
loch is nearly sure to fall is li.
shot put, where Pat Kelso, holdo.
of the novice mark, will be favori1
to carry honors. Kelso put the 1,.
pound shot 58-10 in the Gold,.
Gate Invitational indoor meet la \t.rekend, and has been over t1.
Met in practice. Winter predirtthat his 256-pound weightman 01
..n
I icially .rick the rrincii, ill

T. F. RENTALS

ship

Cr 1RT V":

11 MT

IGlovemen, Indians
In Weekend Games

iges, and
i.I Tom Pal
lit, 1,111, 14 .11
/ed 1.., Ille

///leViriiiir#101444WeiVW,:::"We’i

0

Fritinv Frtrennry 01 l’ltil

$990

mot mark. Today may be the day.
Another mark which could be
resked before action really gels
started it ill he in the 13111, 9 here
lien Tucker’s 1983 mark is in
danger. Tucker cracked the 3
ttt i t ode nil rl lc sesen-tenths Of
a st.101111 last year, :ind has his
sights set on impros log t hat
mark,
!tight on his heels will be strong
distance man Jim Groothoff, winner of the one-mile devil -take-I he hindmost lace at the GGI in San
Francisco,
Ihth Lovejoy, a 6-8 high jumpu-istill take aim al vital constitute,

’BLUE
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;
And CML
n;qhest in tr,
ICU pay a low
is when y .

Robert T. Healey
C:LU General Agent
’59
’59
’60
’59
’61
’62

Connecticut
Mutual Life

Monthly

The Si.. Choy Company
that low/ In net cost too

BUDGET T.V.
1414 Th. Alameda

293-6100
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PLAY 18 HOLES OF GOLF IN 21/2 HRS.
ON NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S ONLY
ALL GREEN 18 HOLE COURSE 61 PAR.

a Rancho Verde
Golf Course and DriNing Range
Weekday student green feet. .SL2.5
- 1 mile East on McKee Road I Overpa.
2142 McKee Road
CL 1-1143
Lessons By PGA Professional
Tex Smith

S minutes from Civic Center

.,estertlas sit teams had
.5
...lona! ail for tht Open Iteho. tip
until this seir the Greek Itelay.
STD, last s,..te. champion 9111
1... opitotNiti..11 in the form of
sigma Phi Epsilon, Moulder Hall,
Phi Sigma Kappa, and two entries from Theta Chi.

Life hat t

Fred Fernandez SJS
Bernard Clinton SJS
Robert Quid l SJS
Denial Hitchock SJS
James Keener SJS
Larry Nelson SJS

the oldest Interclass ma5,
ti -9I
Winter rates him a good
10..1 InstIl as he does L.PS ROM’
ill I
rimp. Iti,nit has Weil
till’, Iii to 25 feet in practice.
And %%,11 ,11 his sights on beltt,ring
Ills 115511 itIll.t,1;.,s mark of 21-5.
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Spartatt kluteryien open flu. .a
on loday at Stanford’s Stinker
DiarnOnd, then return home to
111411TOW to play host to the Intl it
Irl a 1 p.m. return match tot
itsi I Stadium.
Tile two ti-urns met twice la I
year, with Stanford coming out on
top tooth times. 7-5 and 5-1. Tla,
Indian- opened their 1964 season
elobbering USE’. 15-1
sitanford lost 19. top pitchers,
Jim !Aalborg and Darrell slaberiand, to the pros. Hitt junior
rightliander Dick
KliVate%
6-11 last year 9ith a 1.33 earned
run aserage. is back, along silt I.
Dtt%e
sat out last
%%MI
year atter a fine 111,011
HIP Stanford frost’.
The Indians axe stmng
et-. as witnessed by the nio.
lost year’s starter, Jim Seckier,
1
may not be able to hold his job.
Ili, chief opposition will come
’,inn Jim /Tibbs, who hit .413 for
freshman team last year, and
ale of the outstanding prosper’’,
.11 lisp West Coast.
In the infield. Stanton! Ie.:, .1
liob Hollmann. who batten!
:2’ t he Indians last year i
s.. -e. Ifollinan was the tam. 1,.....,.
hit a homer out of Sunken I....
mond last year, and he did it Its
George Thatcher, who hit .:019
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A complete list of the varsity !
raoft
records which still be con-- tout today :
7.3
75 yards
R. Norton, 1959
17.0
i80 yards
M. Maramonte, 1955
36.3
352 yards
W. Wiliam:, 1961
1:21.5
660 yards
J. Howell, 1960
2:59.3 ,
1320 yards
B. Tucker, 1963
6:47.2
11/2 miles
J. Fishback. 1962
8.5
70 yard high hurdles
B. Taylor. 1963
40.5:
330 yard intermediate hurdles
B. Baughman, 1963
42.5
440 yard relay
Prtoinovich’s P1otoli, 1963
1:37.5
Open 880 yard relay
Delta Upsilon, 1957
53-0
Shot put
T. Daniels, 1960
22591/2
Javelin
D. Studney, 1962
15-0
Pole vault
Chase. 1963
24-5
Broad jump
Bond, 1961
64’ 2
High jump
H Wyatt, 1953
171 1
Discus
D. Studney, 1962
45 5
Triple jump
W. Roberts. 1963
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"What’s all the empty space for?"
’The ARMSTRONG PHARMACY Caption contetst

"When does it start?"
Monday’
"What’s that COUPON Say"
Read it!"

metallic Reg. 135.00

Skis

European made. Plastietop . 3295
Kandahar Sk is ....interlocking steel edges
with Kobe base. Reg. 44.95
fr-U"

Northland

Skis

388

ed Reg. 1 59.

STRETCH SKI PANTS
F& hi Stretch
1995.
lotte

39.95

49.95

line
on

13.88

29.95

39.95
OTHER RAMOUS BRANDS CUT TO 19.95
Pokes and Ski Boots

Also dratioally

reduced!

nni

40

Room J206
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1:30 to 3:30 daily

Cope & McPhetres
2931

600

BUY or SELL Anything
in the
Spartan Daily CLASSIFIEDS
... they bring results!

El

Camino

Op, n r,ory
night until 9:00 until Christmas

Co-eds
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SAVE

on

ALL -weather ha, spray

liqua net

79c

ARMSTRONG’S PHARMACY
518 south 10th st.
Coupon good 1,

SpattanSaily

4. 4

"Why just a special for co-eds?"
The manager likes girls

regular
$1.50

%HA
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Drury Guest at Theta Sig Banquet

Experiment Offers Scholarship Abro

WRA Plans
’Sportsday’
Tomorrow

Allen Drury, Washington cot- !national professional journalism
periment
i
The Experiment in International au-molrlyl.dehAoi7ini;
a-pondent and author of "Advise ’society for women, for its scholar Conimittee I progr_timis tI
Living is offering a scholarship for
Consent" and "A Shade of ship land.
sponsors
the
F:xI
who
the partial sines..
a community ambassador to a for- of San Jose
Difference." will be guest speaker ! Students and faculty may make
eign country.
at the annual Matrix Table ban- their reoservations for the event
Application forms may Ise obquet March 4 of Theta Sigma Phi. through Mrs. Dolores Spurgeon in
tained from Dr. Raymond W. StanThis is where servings
national WOMCII’S journalism Ira- J2. ext. 2112 before Feb. 29. The
are
5:1.73 tickets include social hour
of Women s Recreation ley, associate professor of geograterntty.
large, prices are right
WRAI and faculty PhY, in C11229. Deadline for comDrury will hold a press confer- at 6:13 and dinner at 7:13. Stuinteis tow appoint1101%
Whether it’s a meal
their tickets tor advisers of the Women’s P.E. De- pleted preliminary applications
or
ments are being taken at the ence style progrun at Rickey’sidents may buy
a snack .. , fry
Ti
host and participate is Feb. 26.
Palo Alto, the same
will
Hyatt
House
in
pirtment
Placement Center. ADM214, for
representacampus
Stanley,
Dr.
a the Bay Area Basketball and
business m ajo r s interested in daY’
Howard’s
Volleyball Si iortsday beginning at tive for the Community AmbassaThe Matrix Table is spotssored
speaking with Dean Chaffee E.
s .10 a .m. t omon nv in tire PER dot Committee, explained that the
by the peninsula professional chap.
Crystal
Creamery
Hall J r.
Experiment in International Livrooms
ter and the Stanford and SJS stuFOUNTAIN - RESTAURANT
Dean Hall is ridministrative dident chapter% of Theta Sigma Phi,
Women’s P. U. departments from ing is an independent. non-profit
7th & Sante Caere. San Joie
ivetor of the master’s program in
Cilifornia. Stan- organitid
.110 Unk el -sits’
business administration at Hats:ard
7 a.m. 10113 p.m.-Cloied on
overseas internships in nes. fold and Santa Clara Universities.
C OMMUNIT S’ ist1
Mon.
University Graduate School of Weekend Co-Rec
’broadcasting and %%siting are upon San FLITIOSCO and Alameda State
The Community Anibassadin
Ibisiness Administration, anti wii.
to qualified journalism student,. Collegis :Ind College isf the Holy program is parl of the ExEseriFacilities
Expanded
be at SJS Monday to inters less
according to Prof. Gordon B. Oren, Name- ik ill send teams.
mein in International living except
men and women students interestWeekend Co-Ree will have more director. Radio-Television News.
Girls from the University of that the community pays part of
es1 in attending the Harvard Busi- hadminton and volleyball facilities ’Department of Journalism and AdCalifornia will face Stanford Me& the student’s expenses.
ness School.
at its new location in the Physical verusing,
Man is always questing for something to fill that empty place inside which Gop
The requirements for a communand San Flancisco’s team faces
mg
Er local ion Building.
sers
in
has designed to be Idled only by M s Holy Spirit. Often he tries to fill this nee
St udent s interested
Alameda State College in basket- ity ambassador appliea nt a re the
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Chrisibill StiefICe are invited to a lief ball, softball, ping-pong, and corporation
Volleyball matt:hes begin at 1County long enough to adequatelv
tun’s men have seen the earth and sky and all God made
ore
ind
Christian Scierkl Organizat kin re- trainuoline exercises. Swinuners Prof. Guidon Greb. associate pio- 10:15 p.m. between SJS and Ala- , represent the area. The student
have known of His existence and great eternal power. So they have no excuse’ le
;.ed to bring their own Suits..ressos uI journalism, before Friday,
know whether Of not there is a God. Yes, they know about
ception Tuesday at 730 p.m. in ale
don’t
they
saying
of’
average
have
a
13
mittius
sushi State coeds and Santa Clara ’must
Nut
all right, but they wouldn’t admit it or worship Him or even thank Him for a
- a ill he provided.
Memorial Chapel
Fels 2S ileadUar for ,pp!ications. I’. and College of the I101y Natites 311.13t-r.
His daily care. And after a while they began to think up silly ideas of what Cee
A further requiriinent is speakteams. Play-oils are at 10.55 and
was like and what He wanted them to do. The result was that their fooksh mist
%LIN INTER% JEWS
ing PlIgilj.:(9111111s I,/ IN’ held when
became dark and confused. Claiming themselves to be wise without God, they be
1:30 p.m.
utter fools instead. And then, instead of worshipping the glorious
came
Dr. June V. McCann, depart- the student returns front bis trip
living
God, they took wood and stone and made idols tor themselves, cravi%
.inil
tia
1..r
,
minks.
ment head, will present awards to abroad. Also. these students sit..
them to look like birds and animals and snakes and puny men, and said the
fall semesters will he held today at winning teams at a recognition have been sideell,l iii st 10 hack these
were
the great, eternal God, and worsh:pped them." Rom. 1:20.23 LI
3:30 p.m in the College Unii.n. get-trigether in the patio of the ground reading
idolatry which air rampant today include:
Patterns
of
St.
0th
315 S
Y.i.SKI’ 111011 I.:
Women’s Gym at 3:10 p.m.
The Idolatry of Money The applicant is asked 10 list
"Those who want to be rich fall into temptations d111I SOW,. and many loolie
three countries that he would like
harmful desires which plunge men into ruin and perdition. The love of mimeos
tI S sit. The Weal committee a ill
BRIDGE
the
root of all evil things, and there are some, who in reaching for it hoe
inake the final choice of country.
wandered from the fa.th and spiked themselves on many thorny griefs." I Tim
INSTRUCTION
The program begins the middle af
6:9.10 NE
14)1)55 :
June and lasts until the end fit
The Idolatry of PleasureSangha Chila, 12:30 p.m., 111157.
August.
Friday Nights
"Then you lived in licence and debauchery, drunkenness, riot, and tippling, le
organizatLinal meeting.
"We haven’t 11/1/1 711011Y 1.;1111111,..
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- sm. \VG, spot t night and danei does the community good and i
7:30 p.m.
The Idolatry of TradihonStimission is $1. Open to everyone aaes the stielent good," he said.
("Jesus said.) This people pays me lipservice, but their heart is lar horn me:
Ile said that 30 to :t3 students
Guaranteed Major Oil Co. Gasoline
SIONDAY:
754: each
their worship ol me is in vain, for they teach as dietaries the commandments d
Ther
sitiltlent Peace Vahan, 3:30 p.m have applied in past
men. You neglect the commandment of Gad in order to mamtain the tradition il
..i.d three
ire irsiialls 12
men. . . . Thus, by your own tradition, handed down among you, you make WI
’II 16u.
Lesson will consist of one hour
word null and void!" Mark 7:6.13 NE
_ --lecture by Admiral Herlihy, folThe Idolatry of Self 6th and Keyes - 4th and William
Applications
"Two men went up into the temple to pray: the OF1C a Pharisee, the other a pub.
lowed by one hour of demon10th and Taylor - I 3th and Julian
I .1- homeeomin
bean. The Pharisee stood and prayed thus with himself, God, I thank thee, that I
II do.;it pal.
stration play.
2391 The Alameda
am not as other men are, extortioners, uniust, adulterers, or even as this pub.
r.ommittee chairman are availaliF.
hcan. 1 fast twice in the week, I give tithes of all that I possess. And the pub.
now in the College Union, 315 S
:can, standing afar off, would not Itt up so much as his eyes into heaven, sayNinth St. Applicants must be Pit’
ing. God be merciful to me a sinner. I tell you this inan went down to his how
time students on clear standin_,
Justified rather than the other: for every one that exalteth himself shill be
with at least 30 units. Interviews
abased: and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted." Luke 3:101411
.,";..
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afterniedi
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I, 27
fortune have begun to mean more to us than Jesus Christ and His eternal truti
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I ’,intro]
things ol this material world and to man -centered concepts is idolatry
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Binoculars
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fli II Sets
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Engagement Rings
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Costume Jewelry
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